LIONS COMPLETE WINNING SEASON BY CLEAN SWEEP

Lead Technology Varsity by Five Lengths in Satinakes Races on Home Course

J. V. RACE IS CLOSEST

Outnumbered by more than five lengths, the Engineers Varsity lost the last scheduled spring race against undefeated Columbia crew Saturday afternoon. The final score was: Columbia, 2 lengths; Engineers, 5 lengths. Columbia made a clean-away victory of the race and later, wiping off the 5 lengths, defeated the Engineers by a length and three quarters, the first time in the history of Columbia, in the final meet of the season.

At the end of the second half of the meet the Engineers were still in the lead. However, Columbia came out in the final half of the meet to turn the game around and take the lead for good, scoring an even 2 lengths.

Columbia Keeps Lead

Taking the lead at the start, the first half of the game never gave the Engineers a chance to build up any headway against their opponents at the start. As soon as Columbia started at the starting line, the crew was running a fast stroke, and by the time the boys approached the half, the Columbiaans raised the stroke, increasing their lead over the first Technology eight.

Development in Business Management

Are Made by Department of Economics

Apply Mathematical Analysis to Problem of Economic Management

(This is the second in a series of feature articles describing the work being done in the economic sciences in the faculty. Watch for more of these feature articles next week.)

Research and analytical methods may be as profitably applied to the management of businesses in the field of economics as the applied mathematician in science and technology.

The Department of Economics and Business Administration, under Professor Davis E. Brown, has for some time been engaged in applying the mathematical methods in the management of businesses. The result of this work is a recognition of this fact leading to a complete recognition of the technical methods. While the most common approach to management of the old business leaders was based on their own experience and the general background of previous business, the methods of managers seen later and designed to incorporate these methods with the development of methods of business management, are being adopted.

Some of the more important of these methods are those of Mr. D. E. Brown, who has been actively engaged in the research work of the department. He has been engaged in making a study of the business management, and has contributed to the development of methods of business management. He has been engaged in the development of methods of business management, and has contributed to the development of methods of business management.

The many friendships and experiences of the department are expected to be a typical Technology affair and so as to make the affair more resonant by special wooden trophies that will be presented to the winners of the competition.

The many friendships and experiences of the department are expected to be a typical Technology affair and so as to make the affair more resonant by special wooden trophies that will be presented to the winners of the competition.
ANGER! Examinations are just ahead and there is no detour. I receive their instruction. This is the opinion that is being speedily gained. This tremendous power of memory is useful inadequately until the bell. And then lost, as irrevocably as it was to the dozing bull, comes the fact that at least a few fortunate...

A. H. Felbel '32  S. R. Fleming '82
J. R. Swranton '31  S. C. Westerfeld '51
I. Vervaer, Jr. '30  W. B. Schneider '31

The advisability of cramming, like most other things, depends obviously on the circumstances. Is the student receiving the benefit of the education he is...
YEARLINGS LOSE TO HOLY CROSS

FRESHMAN TRACK TEAM LOSES MEET TO PURPLE SQUAD

Saturday Meet is Featured by Running of Hall and Jewett for M.T.

FAST TIMES ARE RUN OFF

In a dual meet on Tech Field at the end of the afternoon, the Back four took top to Holy Cross back four to a score of 13 to 2. In spite of their defeat, the freshman did some very good running. The work of Hall, who was the quarter-mile and placed second in the hundred, was especially good, and the time was fast for a quarter. M. C. Tiemann started for the Purple sprinters, winning the broad jump and both hurdles, and placing third in the shot put and discus.

Victorios Columbia Oarsmen

Left to right facing row: Hour Walters, No. 5, Horrey; No. 3, Wallace; No. 8, Morgan; No. 9, Trogan; No. 10, Adams; No. 6, Boone; N. T. Capt., Davenport; Straw, Mallia; Cox, Terrill.

VICTORIOUS COLUMBIA OARSMEN

INTERCOLLEGIATE

A fellowship for $200 has just been established by the Charlotte Mason Society of America for American student wives and graduate students studying some phase of Caimian civilization in some Ger-

Women at the University of Minnesota discovered the end of men growing immature, according to a questionnaire.

At a protest against the film per-
t深刻 of another film in the same category, the University limited the showing of the film "Vanity" on the campus.

New Shirts for Spring at the "Coop"

Our Special, $1.95 each

White Broadcloth

White Oxford

White with narrow blue stripes

Green with narrow stripes

Gold solid color

Ten with narrow stripes

Blue with narrow white stripes

Lavender solid color

TECHNOLOGY BRANCH, H. C.

76 MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE

The TEAM, THE COLLEGE, THE CLUB

All need it—

AND SO DOES ANY PROJECT

Any man who has played on a team, taken part in glee club, newspaper or college activity knows that success is often attained only by co-ordinating the experience of many persons in one organization.

Stone & Webster is prepared to help plan and organize a new development in any field of enterprise. Within its organization are engineers to make investigations, reports or appraisals preliminary to financing. More than that, Stone & Webster can provide financial plans and assist in financing, can carry out work of any type or magnitude, providing complete designs and construction personnel.

You will find Stone & Webster on the job in almost every state in the Union and in

The Henley-Kimball Co.

MR. G. C. BLAISDELL

In Bank of TECH DRILL FIELD

157 Yassar St. Unv. 6140

SIMPLEX

Wires and Cables

Insulated with rubber paper or varnished

SIMPLEX WIRE & CABLE Co.

MASSACHUSETTS AVE. NEW YORK CLEVELAND DETROIT CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO
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UNDERGRADUATE

MUSICAL CLUBS
All members of the Musical Clubs who have applied for charms are re-quested to call for them as soon as possible at the offices of the Clubs in 8h Walker Memorial any afternoon after 4 o'clock.

FREEHARMAN ADVISERS
Urgent requests are asked to be freeharm Advisers next fall should answer.

POT THE TECH

Friday Evening at 8:45

Judge Ability of New Students By Intelligence Tests
Results Aid Students to Become Adaptable to College Life

Why do college students fail? Why do otherwise promising young men and women drop out of college? How can we help them? The University of Kansas has devised a plan involving the use of new psychology tests to answer these questions.

The tests, based on the researches of Dr. E. L. Thorndike, are of two kinds, the first of which deals with the relation between grades on these tests and their grades during the first two years of college. The second kind of test is designed to measure the mental ability of the students. The results of this research are to be reported to students and parents in several institutions. A number of the findings have been given in the second article of this series.

The tests were given at the University of Kansas to all freshmen entering in the fall of 1928. The results were used in the cases of those who had to drop out of college after the first year. The data were made available in the summer of 1929. Dick Yuley, who has been the most successful of the 8,000 students who have been tested, was elected to Phi Beta Kappa in 1929-30. Dick Yuley, who has been the most successful of the 8,000 students who have been tested, was elected to Phi Beta Kappa in 1929-30. Dick Yuley, who has been the most successful of the 8,000 students who have been tested, was elected to Phi Beta Kappa in 1929-30.